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Recurrent noise-induced phase singularities in drifting patterns
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We show that the key ingredients for creating recurrent traveling spatial phase defects in drifting patterns
are a noise-sustained structure regime together with the vicinity of a phase transition, that is, a spatial region
where the control parameter lies close to the threshold for pattern formation. They both generate specific
favorable initial conditions for local spatial gradients, phase, and/or amplitude. Predictions from the stochastic
convective Ginzburg-Landau equation with real coefficients agree quite well with experiments carried out on a
Kerr medium submitted to shifted optical feedback that evidence noise-induced traveling phase slips and vortex
phase-singularities.
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Nonequilibrium systems are characterized by their ability
to exhibit self-organized structures or patterns as a result of
the balance between energy injection and dissipation [1,2]. In
the vicinity of phase transition, experimental observations and
theoretical works report the emergence of traveling phase sin-
gularities [3–15], for instance, phase slip, which corresponds
to a slippage of the phase [16]. This behavior of traveling
spatial phase defects can be either transitory or permanent
and are associated with amplitude holes. These topological
defects play a fundamental role in transient phenomena
[10,17] (like the evolution of the early Universe [18]) and
are candidates to be the primary form of one-dimensional
weak turbulence [19,20]. Thus, the study of phase defects
is of primary importance in a better understanding of these
objects.

The aim of this Rapid Communication is to show that
the presence of noise near the primary threshold of spatial
instability in drifting systems gives rise to recurrent creation
of traveling phase singularities. We show that the emergence
of such recurrent phase singularities implies specific initial
conditions. The first condition is given by noise as a source for
local spatial gradients and the second one by a spatial region
where the control parameter lies close to the threshold for
pattern formation (e.g., control parameter inhomogeneities or
boundary conditions). A third one is of course a convective
regime for the traveling of phase defects. Here, considering
the stochastic drifting Ginzburg-Landau (GL) equation in
the limit of real coefficients, we demonstrate that these
three key ingredients allow us to generate recurrent traveling
unstable phase slip (hole) solutions in one spatial dimension
and topologically stable vortices for two spatial dimensions.
Experiments on a Kerr medium with shifted optical feedback,
which is modeled by the GL equation, confirm the creation
of phase slip and vortex phase singularities in noise-sustained
drifting patterns.

Since we are interested in the recurrent creation of traveling
spatial phase defects, we will consider propagative patterns.
They are generally induced by spatial inhomogeneities or
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gradient flows that create drift forces on these patterns. For
high enough value of the drift strength, patterns can enter
in the region of convective instability [21] where they first
develop but vanish at long times. When the macroscopic
system is subjected to inherent fluctuations, the convective
regime is replaced by a noise-sustained structure regime
[22–24], i.e., spatial structures that exclusively survive thanks
to the presence of noise. This phenomenon was observed in
several physical contexts such as nonlinear optics [21,25,26]
and hydrodynamics [24].

Phase singularities in drifting patterns. To shed light on
the mechanism of noise-induced phase singularities in drifting
patterns, we consider the GL equation with real coefficients
that describes the spatiotemporal evolution of the slowly
varying envelope A(x,t) close to the spatial bifurcation [2].
In the presence of noise and convection forces, the equation
becomes the dimensionless stochastic and drifting Ginzburg-
Landau equation [27]

∂tA = μA − |A|2A + iβA + ∂xxA + c∂xA + √
ηζ ′, (1)

where μ is the bifurcation parameter, c is the group velocity,
and β stands for phase velocity. ζ ′(x,t) represents a delta
correlated white noise with intensity η. In the moving frame
of reference x ′ = x − ct , Eq. (1) becomes a GL equation with
real coefficients and without drift. However, in a finite system
with boundary conditions, Eq. (1) remains propagative and
drift plays an essential role in its dynamics.

Numerical simulations of Eq. (1) close to the primary
convective instability threshold and imposing boundary con-
ditions such that A(x = 0,t) on the left and Neumann
boundary condition on the right, show a noise-sustained
drifting wave with a recurrent stochastic appearance of defects
(Fig. 1). The envelope of the traveling wave shows that these
defects are associated with localized holes in the drifting
wave amplitude [Fig. 1(b)]. Figure 1(d) is a cross-section
intensity profile of the spatiotemporal diagram Fig. 1(a). It
evidences a propagating hole in the wave envelope profile.
The corresponding pattern wave number profile [Figs. 1(e)
and 1(c)] depicts a large excursion or deviation at the location
of the amplitude hole, indicating a large phase gradient. The
surrounding mean value of the local wave number on both
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Spatiotemporal diagram of amplitude
Eq. (1). (a) The real part of A(x,t)eiqx , (b) |A|, (c) phase gradient
(local wave number), and (d) a snapshot profile of the real part of
A(x,t)eıqx (continuous curve) and the pattern amplitude |A| (dashed
curve) for time corresponding to the dashed line in (a). Parameters:
μ = 0.2, β = 2.0, c = 3.0, q = 1.0, η = 4 × 10−5, dt = 0.03, and
dx = 0.25 with Dirichlet boundary on the left [A(x = 0,t) = 0]
and Neumann boundary condition on the right. (e) Phase gradient
profile in the vicinity of the amplitude hole of (d). The numerical
simulations were conducted using Runge-Kutta order 4 and finite
element methods.

sides of the hole are the same. The localized hole corresponds
to fronts connecting two regions of a pattern whose wavelength
is the same but the phase is different. During propagation, their
dips continuously move away until they disappear. Such type
of holes are known as a one-parameter family of homoclinic
solutions of GL with real coefficients [16,20] and are expected
to occur during the Eckhaus instability [28]. For a positive
bifurcation parameter, the traveling hole solutions or phase
slip of Eq. (1) is written as

APS = −√
μ tanh

(√
μ

2
(x − ct)

)
ei[βt+π�(x−ct)], (2)

where �(x − ct) is the Heaviside function. The phase experi-
ences a jump which is characterized by a Dirac function for its
derivative (wave number; cf. Fig. 1). Straightforward, linear
stability analysis proves that this solution is unstable. The hole
rises and becomes flat as it propagates [20], leaving a fading
trace.

In the system without noise, η = 0, spontaneous creation of
holes may appear by the Eckhaus instability, but the recurrent
feature of hole creation is lost. A requirement for such hole
creation is related to particular conditions that must provide
a local amplitude depression of the wave pattern [4] or a
phase jump. In the stochastic case such requirement is given
by the noise in the threshold vicinity, where the amplitude
of the emerging pattern is small, the depletion region [10].
The recurrence feature is provided by the perpetual renewal
of local spatial gradients imposed by the noise source term.
Thus, the creation of a phase defect can occur through either
bulk instability [28] or spatial inhomogeneity of one control
parameter [29,30]; they can also appear following specific
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Noise-induced vortices of amplitude
Eq. (3). The real part (a) and the phase gradient (b) of A(�r,t)eiqx ,
with μ = 0.7625, β = 1.875, c = 2.5, q = 0.75, η = 1 × 10−8, dt =
0.03, and dx = 0.3. Zero boundary condition at x = 0 and Neumann
boundary conditions elsewhere. Same integration methods as for
Fig. 1.

conditions that generate either a local amplitude depletion of
the initial wave pattern or a local phase gradient. This is the
mechanism of recurrent creation of phase singularities in our
drifting system.

Let us consider now the amplitude equation in two spatial
dimensions. Since all anisotropy stems from the dominant
wave vector and from drift, we have

∂tA = μA − |A|2A + ıβA + ∇2A + c∂xA + √
ηζ ′. (3)

Here, phase singularities correspond to vortices, which are
topologically stable [31]. They have a positive or negative
charge depending on a ±2π phase jump. Vortices are advected
with the pattern until they disappear by annihilation with
a vortex of opposite charge or through a boundary. The
mechanism of creation is qualitatively the same as for the one-
dimensional (1D) case; in the region of low amplitude, noise
dominates dynamics and is able to turn both real and imaginary
parts of the field to zero (Fig. 2). The deterministic mechanisms
for the creation of defects as in the defect-mediated turbulence
[19] or spatiotemporal intermittency [32] regimes do not
apply in our case since the presented defects are only
created in the region of the primary threshold for transverse
instability.

Kerr feedback system. The experimental setup in which the
noise-induced phase singularities are observed is composed
by a thin liquid crystal cell (Kerr-like medium) subjected
to optical tilted feedback (cf. Fig. 3). This configuration
allows the generation of rich spatiotemporal dynamics [21].
Noise originates from thermal fluctuations that induce random
motion of the molecular axis of the liquid crystal. 1D and
two-dimensional (2D) transverse pumpings can be achieved
with the help of a cylindrical lens telescope [34]. When the
feedback mirror M is tilted with an angle 2α, the backward
field B is transversely translated of a distance h with respect
to the incoming field F . This nonlocal feedback makes the
system convectively unstable with the emergence of drifting
patterns [21,26].

The model governing the nonlinear refractive index per-
turbations n(x,t) of the nematic liquid crystal around its
uniform and stationary state n0 = F 2(1 + R) (n � n0) reads
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FIG. 3. Experimental scheme of the Kerr feedback system. A
thin liquid crystal slice (LC) is submitted to an optical feedback via
forward F and backward B fields. Technically, a 50-μm-thick layer
of E7 homeotropically aligned nematic liquid crystal is irradiated by
a 532 nm frequency doubled Nd:YVO4 laser. The typical diameter
of the input beam is 3 mm and its linear polarization is perpendicular
to its propagation, in the plane of the current sheet. A more detailed
description of the setup can be found in [33].

[26,35,36]

∂n

∂t
− ∂2

⊥n + n = IR
(∣∣eiσ∂2

⊥eiχn(x+h,t)
∣∣2 − 1

) + √
ηζ (x,t),

(4)

where I = F 2, t and r = (x,y) are the time and transverse
space variables scaled with respect to the relaxation time τ

and the diffusion length ld ; R is the mirror intensity reflectivity.
We have set σ = d/k0ld

2, where d is the slice-mirror distance
and k0 is the optical wave number of the field. ζ (r,t)
accounts for thermal noise and describes a Gaussian stochastic
process of zero mean value and correlation 〈ζ ∗(r,t)ζ (r′,t ′)〉 =
δ(r − r′)δ(t − t ′), 〈ζ (r,t)ζ (r′,t ′)〉 = 0. The level of noise is
controlled by the parameter η. F is the forward input optical
field; its transverse profile is accounted for using F (r) =
F0g(r), with g(r) = exp[−(x2 + y2)/w2] for a Gaussian pump
beam of radius w and g = 1 for the uniform (plane wave)
case. B is the backward optical field. The Kerr effect is
parametrized by χ , which is positive (negative) for a focusing
(defocusing) medium. Starting from the above model, in
the plane wave approximation [g(r) = 1], in absence of
noise (η = 0), and assuming perturbations of the stationary
state n0 in the form n(r,t) ∼ A(r,t) exp i[kr − (k)t] with
k = (kx,ky), the dispersion relation can be written as  =
r + ii = −i[1 + k2 − μ sin(σk2) exp(ihkx)]. Transverse
instability occurs above a critical instability threshold Ic(k,h)
given by i = 0. The critical wave number kc associated
with the primary threshold for instability comes from the
condition ∂i/∂�(k) = 0. Therefore, for intensities I < Ic,
the homogeneous refractive index n0 is stable. When I > Ic the
system is characterized by the emergence of traveling patterns.

To describe the emergence of patterns close to the spatial
instability threshold, we use the method of weak nonlinear
analysis, which is based on finding the amplitude equation,
through a change of variables near the identity in power
series of the critical amplitude [37–39], with stochastic terms
[40,41]. We only present here the one-dimensional case.
Considering series expansion for exp(iχn) and operator eiσ∂2

xx

and considering the dominant terms (h � k and n � 1),

Eq. (4) becomes

∂n

∂t
− ∂2

xxn + n = RI

[
− 2χ sin

(
σ∂2

xx

)
(n + h∂xn)

−χ2 cos
(
σ∂2

xx

)
n2 + χ2

[
sin

(
σ∂2

xx

)
n
]2

+χ2
[

cos
(
σ∂2

xx

)
n
]2 + χ3

3
sin
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σ∂2

xx

)
n3

+χ3 cos
(
σ∂2

xx

)
n2 sin

(
σ∂2

xx

)
n

−χ3 cos
(
σ∂2

xx

)
n sin

(
σ∂2

xx

)
n2

+h.o.t. + √
ηζ (x,t)

]
. (5)

Because this nonlocal equation now explicitly has powers
in the effective index of refraction n(x,t), one can then
perform the weakly nonlinear analysis [37–40]. Introducing
the bifurcation parameter ε ≡ (I − Ic)/Ic and using the
ansatz n(x,t) = C(y,t)eikcx + a1C

2e2ikcx + W + c.c. where
C ≡ C(y,t) is the slowly varying complex amplitude of the
pattern envelope, with y = √

εx as the spatial slow vari-
able, x the fast one, a1 ≡ RIχ2[1 − cos(4σk2

c )]/[1 + 4k2
c −

2RIχ sin(σk2
c )], and W ≡ W (C(x,t),x) is a small correction

function of order μ3/2, which expresses itself as a power
series in the amplitude C (W � C2, C � 1, ∂tC � C, and
∂yyC � ∂yC). Introducing the above ansatz in Eq. (5) and
linearizing in W , after straightforward calculation, we find

∂tA = μA − |A|2A + iβA + c∂XA + ∂XXA + √
ηξ, (6)

where A(X,t) = C eiαX/2√ρ, μ = 2εRχ sin(σk2
c ) − β2,

β = 2RIcχkch sin(σk2
c ), c = 2RIcχkch cos(σk2

c ),
X = x/

√
d, ξ = (kc/2π )

∫ x+2π/kc

x
ζ (x ′,t)e−ikcx

′
dx ′, and

ρ = RIcχ
2{3χ sin(σk2

c ) − χ sin(3σk2
c ) + 2a1χ [cos(σk2

c ) −
cos(3σk2

c )]}. Therefore, we recover Eq. (1), where the
parameters of the amplitude equation are directly related
to the parameters of the Kerr medium submitted to shifted
optical feedback. Note that the bifurcation parameter is the
intensity of the input beam (I ). The group and phase velocity
are related to the lateral shift (h).

Experimental traveling holes. When the system is pumped
with a quasi-1D transverse laser beam and the feedback mirror
is tilted by approximately 1.5 mrad, a line of drifting spots
induced by noise is observed [26]. Its spatiotemporal profile
intensity evolution is depicted in Fig. 4(a) for a pumping value
in the vicinity of the primary instability threshold. In this
situation, the system shows defect lines that always accompany
the spatiotemporal diagrams, as pointed out by the arrows in
Fig. 4(a).

The spatial local phase and envelope of the pattern,
extracted from the signal constructed with the help of Hilbert
transformation [43,44], are reported in Figs. 4(b) and 4(d)
for the amplitude and the phase, respectively. The pattern
envelope [Fig. 4(b)] clearly evidences traveling-hole lines
corresponding to amplitude holes as plotted in Fig. 4(e).
Corresponding Fig. 4(d) shows that these amplitude holes are
associated with phase defects whose gradient varies rapidly
[Fig. 4(c)]. A cross section of the pattern modulation [Fig. 4(e)]
taken from Fig. 4(a) depicts such a typical envelope hole with
zero amplitude. The wave number deforms itself to follow the
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Spatiotemporal evolution of the ex-
perimental transverse intensity of the output beam Bout for the
1D transverse pumping configuration. (b)–(d) are its corresponding
pattern (b) envelope, (c) wave number (or phase gradient), and
(d) phase, respectively. (c) The black frame in the wave number
spatiotemporal diagram locates a hole solution whose profile is
reported on (f); its related 3D wave number view is given in the
translated close-up frame. (e) Pattern modulation (continuous red
line) and envelope outline [42] (dashed blue line) cross sections taken
from (a) and (b) at times equal to 80 s. (f) Close-up of the amplitude
hole (green dots) indicated by the arrow at x = 36 μm on (e) together
with the best fit using traveling hole solution, Eq. (2) (continuous
curve). (g) Wave number variation in the vicinity of the hole located
at x = 36 μm. d = 5 mm, h = 13 μm, and α = 1.3 mrad.

hole phase jump, with a very fast spatial variation [Fig. 4(g)] in
good agreement with Eq. (2). Let us mention that this fast local
change is inverted, following the evolution path of a hole, from
before to after the creation of a zero amplitude hole. This can
be seen on the three-dimensional (3D) frame of Fig. 4(c) where
the local wave number variation is positive for time before 80 s
(mountain shape) and negative afterwards (canyon shape). This
is always the case when a hole with zero amplitude is created.
The fit [continuous line in Fig. 4(f)] of such an experimental
zero-amplitude hole (dots) by the analytical hole solution,
Eq. (2), gives a relative rms of residuals [45] of 8.8 × 10−3.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Snapshot of the transverse intensity
pattern of the output beam Bout for the 2D transverse pumping
configuration. (b)–(d) are its corresponding pattern (b) envelope, (c)
phase gradient (or wave number), and (d) phase, respectively. (e)
Pattern modulation (continuous red line) and envelope outline [42]
(dashed blue line) cross sections taken from (a) and (b) at position
y = 105 μm. (f) Close-up of the amplitude hole indicated by the
arrow on (e). The vortex corresponds to the defect in the vertical
roll structure (a) that travels to the left. d = 5 mm, h = 90 μm, and
α = 9 mrad.

Hence, the result of this regression together with the previous
features are good arguments for the evidence of phase slip
in our experimental setup. These hole states are induced by
noise at the onset of pattern formation [10]. Since the depicted
transverse domain of Fig. 4 is 900 μm wide and the Gaussian
beam diameter is 3000 μm, the transverse pumping parameter
varies less than 10% with respect to its maximum value.
This means that almost the whole depicted transverse domain
belongs to the threshold vicinity region. Thus, the region
where the phase defects are most likely to develop is left
[x0 ≈ −300 μm in Figs. 4(a)–4(d)] but the rest of the domain
is also favorable to the appearance of such structures. Indeed,
holes appear randomly and repeatedly with time mostly in the
vicinity of x0 due to thermal fluctuations, but from time to
time also in the rest of the transverse domain. They have a life
duration that strongly varies depending on the phase defect
annihilation mechanism and the escape from the threshold
boundaries. They drift with a mean group velocity Vh �
53 ± 3.5 μm/s (whereas the modulational instability phase
velocity is VMI = 12 ± 0.8 μm). Their trajectories display
leaps (undulations) as observed in the pinning-depinning
phenomenon induced by the Gaussian profile inhomogeneities
in the same system [27]. Numerical simulations carried out on
the deterministic model, Eq. (4), associated with the current
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experiments, evidence unstable holes [the fit using expression
(2) gives a relative rms of residuals [45] equal to 14.3 × 10−3],
but only for very specific initial conditions close to hole
solution (2). That is, numerical simulations carried out with
other initial conditions never depict such amplitude holes. On
the contrary, stochastic simulations, at the onset of spatial
bifurcation, clearly show recurrent creation of holes with time
thanks to noise that randomly generates local conditions for
the real and imaginary parts of the optical field close to phase
singularity, Eq. (2). Thus, noise acts as a source term for
phase defect generation in the vicinity of the phase transition
from the homogeneous state to the modulational unstable one.
Moreover, thanks to the combined effect of the drift and
the vicinity of the pumping parameter threshold for pattern
formation, these amplitude holes are repeatedly emitted with
time.

Noise-sustained vortices. For the 2D transverse laser
beam pumping configuration, a drifting vertical roll pattern
[Fig. 5(a)], at h = 90 μm, replaces the standard hexagonal
lattice obtained for the case without any translational shift
(h = 0). As for the 1D configuration, holes appear randomly
and repeatedly with time. Such a defect in the roll structure,
looking like a dislocation defect, is pointed out by an arrow
in Fig. 5(a). This defect travels to the left with time in
the transverse cross section of the system as propagating
amplitude holes in the previous 1D configuration. To identify
the nature of this propagating defect, we follow the same
procedure as previously to extract pattern amplitude and phase.
The results of the pattern processing is reported in Fig. 5.
Figure 5(d) evidences the existence of a 2D phase defect

associated with a corresponding local zero roll modulation
amplitude value as can be checked on the transverse profile
[Fig. 5(e)] of the roll envelope [Fig. 5(b)]. The associated local
variation of the phase gradient also depicts a discontinuity
[Fig. 5(c)]. All these properties indicate that the roll pattern
defect is a vortex. It is stable and induced as previously by the
noise.

In summary, we have shown that perpetual emission of
phase singularities, can be readily produced and observed
in noisy convective systems in the vicinity of the threshold
for pattern formation. In this transition regime, local spatial
inhomogeneities can initiate phase defects. The combined role
of the drift, the vicinity of a transition, and noise then generates
the favorable initial conditions for the recurrent generation of
such phase singularities. We have thus evidenced the creation
of unstable phase slip and topologically stable vortices in
one and two spatial dimensions, respectively. Hence, the GL
equation with real coefficients is well suited as an amplitude
equation for the pattern dynamics of our experimental system.
These optic results generalize the existence of noise-induced
phase singularities in drifting systems.
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